T-STANDPOINT ASSISTS THE WAITING OF PREDATORY BIRDS IN LUCERNE
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ABSTRACT

Field rodents can cause considerable economic losses in perennial crops, especially lucerne. Predatory birds can provide biological control of field rodent populations. However, modern arable landscape usually provides few or no natural standpoints for predatory birds to wait for their prey. According to the old farmers in eastern Croatia, T-standpoints installed into lucerne were traditional implements assisting the bird predation over field rodents. Aim of this study was to check whether the T-standpoints really are appropriate installations for the predatory birds to wait for their prey on the ground or not. The research has confirmed that predatory birds (Buteo buteo and Falco tinnunculus) descended on the installed T-standpoints (in average 1.35 arrivals per day of observation), waited (average period of stay was 17 minutes in the morning and 34 minutes in the afternoon) and landed on the ground, most probably to catch the prey (in average 13% of arrivals to T-standpoints ended with landing to the ground, likely for the prey attack). Small forest restoration in arable landscapes and less chemical rodent control would probably improve the predatory bird populations, thus enhancing the biological control of field rodents. There remains the need for further investigation of efficiency of field rodent control by predatory birds.
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INTRODUCTION

Lucerne (Medicago sativa L.) is one of the most important forage crops grown in the world. While recognized for its high yield and nutritive quality, it is prone to invasion of field rodents (Arvicola terrestris, Microtus arvalis, Mus musculus, Apodemus agrarius, Apodemus flavicollis [1]) which can cause considerable economic losses [2, 3] due to grazing lucerne herbage and biting its roots. Since the predatory birds are natural enemies of field rodents, they are supposed to provide biological control of these pests to some extent in lucerne crops. However, the modern agricultural landscape of arable forage enterprises usually provides few or no natural standpoints for predatory birds to wait for their prey on the ground. Luckily, according to the tradition of old farmers in eastern Croatia, T-
standpoints installed into lucerne fields were traditionally implemented to assist the bird predation over field rodents [4]. The aim of this study was to check whether the T-standpoints really are appropriate installations to wait for the prey on the ground by predatory birds or not.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

The research comprised an installation of two T-standpoints at approximately 1 ha of lucerne crop in the village of Ernestinovo in Croatia and monitoring of predatory birds descending to installations, waiting for the prey and landing to the ground (assumed as an attack) during 10 months of observation (from June 2018 to November 2018 and from March 2019 to June 2019). T-standpoints were about 3 m high (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Installed T-standpoint in the observed lucerne crop](image)

Monitoring was performed twice a day; in the morning and in the afternoon since it had been initially realized that birds had not been active around mid-day. Recorded parameters were: a time of arrival to T-standpoints, time of landing to the ground or time of leaving the T-standpoint. Landing to the ground was explained as attack on prey, most probably on the field rodent. Period between arrival to the T-standpoint and landing to the ground or leaving was explained as waiting. Monthly average values for the number of arrivals to the T-standpoint with associated confidence intervals ($\alpha = 0.05$) and number of landings to the ground were calculated using Microsoft Office Excel 2007 statistical functions “Average”, “StDev” and “Confidence”.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Predatory birds accepted the set T-standpoints to arrive on them very quickly, in just 2 days after installation. They used them for waiting for the prey and for landing to the ground, most probably to capture the prey. Two species of birds of prey arrived at the set T-standpoints: common buzzard (*Buteo buteo* from the Accipitridae family) and common kestrel (*Falco tinnunculus* from the Falconidae family), the latter being recorded more frequently and with higher activity. This was explained by greater preference of common kestrel to urban sites [5]. During 2018, the highest number of arrivals to T-standpoints and the highest number of landings were observed during September and October (Figure 2), when the highest population density of field rodents was expected along with low herbage cover of lucerne. During 2019, an even higher number of arrivals to T-standpoints was observed during March and April, but with a lesser average number of landings per observation day (Figure 2), probably due to a decrease in the rodent population following the loss of individuals during previous winter. In May, there were a very few arrivals per day of observation and number of landings per arrival to the T-standpoint (Figure 2), probably due to excessive lucerne herbage cover which hid the rodents. In average, during the whole observation period, birds of prey visited T-standpoints 1.35 times per day of observation.

Generally, about 13 % of landings to T-standpoints ended with landing to the ground, most likely to attack the prey. Although more arrivals to T-standpoints were observed in the morning, slightly more landings to the ground
or potential attacks occurred in the afternoon (53 %), which could be explained by the need for vomiting the pellet of undigested prey parts in the morning, before new ingestions. Also, waiting lasted longer in the afternoon (34 minutes in average) than in the morning (17 minutes in average), throughout the observation period (Figure 3).

Figure 2. Average number of arrivals to T-standpoints per day of observation and landings to the ground per attending the T-standpoint. Vertical bars show confidence intervals of arithmetic mean ($\alpha = 0.05$)

Figure 3. Average period of waiting during morning and evening hours (h:min, represented by columns) and standard deviation of data (represented by vertical bars)
During the bird monitoring, daily presence of domestic cats (*Felis catus*) was found within the observed lucerne crop. Also, cats were seen walking away with a caught prey (a small rodent) in their mouths. Cats, as non-target predators, were found to visit lucerne more often than birds of prey, probably due to position of the observed lucerne crop in the proximity to human accommodations [3]. Despite the historical reliance on biological control of field rodents, modern field rodents control relies mainly on the use of anticoagulant rodenticides which can cause a secondary poisoning of natural enemies [6, 7]. Less poisoning and more predatory bird habitats (i.e. small forest) restoration in arable landscape would probably improve the predatory bird populations, thus enhancing the biological control of field rodents. There remains the need for further investigation of efficiency of field rodent control by the use of predatory birds.

**CONCLUSION**

The research has confirmed that T-standpoints are used by predatory birds in their waiting for the prey on the ground in lucerne crops. In average, during the whole observation period, predatory birds arrived to T-standpoints 1.35 times per day of observation and about 13% of arrivals ended with a landing to the ground, most likely to attack the prey. Less chemical rodent control and small forest restoration in arable landscape would probably improve the predatory bird populations, thus enhancing the biological control of field rodents. There remains the need for further investigation of the efficiency of field rodent control by predatory birds.
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